The small sample issue is a common problem in face recognition system, and multi-modal model has strong generalization ability to solve the problem of small sample, which has already become the most important area of research in pattern recognition, however, the low accuracy and efficiency of the model has become a major challenge. Based on this, this paper proposes a efficient multimode biometric face and fingerprint recognition system based on neural network, which provides more efficient identification though choosing a good feature extraction and recognition algorithms. The Adoption of biometric recognition to authenticate a person's identity has greatly improved operational efficiency and the recognition accuracy in comparison with adoption of password or passphrase. The feasibility and effectiveness of the method in this paper has been verified in multimode biometric system database.
INTRODUCTION
Multimode biological feature recognition [1] is a pattern recognition research field to recognize identity based on a physical model of human or behavior patterns, and the advantages of biological feature is that it does not change or disappear. Many body parts, personal characteristics and imaging methods have been used to biological feature recognition system, such as fingers, hands, feet, eyes, ears, teeth, intravenous voice, signature, writing style, step-type and other features [2, 3] . Each biological feature has its own advantages and limitations, so each biological feature is used for biological feature identification (authentication) application software. Adoption of biological feature recognition system in single feature has many limitations, such as there is noise upon censoring, without universality, between-class similarity, diversity within the class, deceptive and particularity, this single-mode biological feature recognition system may result in high false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) [3, 4] . Biological feature recognition systems are fixed probabilistic, whose performances require adopting of basic background and key features to be evaluated. Biological feature recognition system adopts approximate matching tolerance, and observes biometric and biological properties and performance behavior of internal of people and between people [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, compared with the majority of the use of large binary result of information technology systems, biological feature recognition system provides probabilistic results. The new multi-mode face and fingerprint biological feature recognition system has better performance and is more popular than the non-multi-mode recognition system. Multi-level perception (MLP) [8] is a forward artificial neural network model mapping input DS to the appropriate output DS, which is composed of a multi-layer nodes of the graph, with each layer connected to the next layer. In addition to the input node, each node is a processing unit with non-linear activation function. MLP application is called to train network back-propagation supervised learning techniques and characteristics in relation with ability of expression of forward MLP has also been authenticated [9] . As for Arbitrary function study, in the three layer networks, it is able to learn any function by adoption of any precision. As for continuous function study, in the two layer networks (the number of hidden units of function is evaluated based on the function), and it is able to learn every continuous function with limitation in a small error. As for Boolean function learning: in two layer network, each Boolean function can be learned, although the number of hidden processing units increases with input dimension index. It has one input unit, one layer of hidden units and the output unit is the two-layer network; the network has two layers of hidden units is threelayer network, and so on. The reason for this definition is that the input layer unit only acts only as an input channel, which has not been calculated as the number of layers.
BIOLOGICAL FEATURE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
Biological feature recognition system is an automatic identification based on their individual behavior and biological features. It is a individual tool used to deal with those that have been recognized (or not recognized), and thus to determine their belongings of group with permissions (or belonging of a group in rejected permission). This recognition depends on the assumption that an individual acts differently in physical and performance in different ways.
Figs. (1-3) illustrates the basic operation of the recognition process. Two basic operations in a common biological feature recognition system are: capture and storage of registered biological feature sample; capture new biological feature sample and make comparison on them. The figure depicts a common biological feature recognition system, although some systems somewhat are different in the details. The main components of the recognition system are "pattern matching", and the biological feature data is collected by the sensors from the identified object, "reference database": storage of biological feature data of registered object of early period, and the "matcher" determine "reactive end" by recognition through making comparison of submitted data and reference data, and the recognition results will be released and some action based on the result of will also be developed.
Systems in early stage were realized based on principal component analysis feature extraction technique and the technical and non-parallel fed back propagation recognition technology. The problem to the method of identification of face at first followed by fingerprint identification is that it is based on a single-mode biological feature system. Singlemode biological feature systems have many problems, such as noise data, change within the class, freedom restriction, non-universality, spoofing and unacceptable error rate. This configuration-based approach is unable to make normalization of false acceptance rate, false rejection rate or disapproved rate. It proposes "artificial multi-biological feature recognition is close to biological feature recognition of face and fingerprint ", as part of its work, artificial neural networks have been completed. Feature extraction uses principal component analysis and the recognition uses feedforward back-propagation neural network. Their job is to deal with the task by identifying the face and then identifying a fingerprint. Trained neural network divide input pixel aggregation into different clusters providing results. It proposes multimode biological recognition system by use of fingerprint and facial recognition technology to identify and validate personnel. The system adopts characteristics (face and fingerprint) individual score in combination of classifier level and classification level [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Multimode biological feature systems have been proposed, which improve the accuracy and efficiency by learning, but also a framework has been determined through assessment on the performance of the system. The system does not allow a common middleware layer with a small amount of general information to handle multimode applications [14] . Document proposes a biological feature recognition system based on unique identification of an individual which uses a different image optimization technique, such as Gaussian smoothing function, lattice strong value adjustment techniques [15] . By learning different binary method, it is possible to select the draw the best results-based approach for the input thumb image. This paper also presents some image thinning algorithm. Based on the results analysis, we chose the image thinning algorithm. The problem for artificial neural network is to understand the structure of an algorithm is very difficult, since too many factors may result in excessive filtration, and the best network structure can only be determined based on experiments [6] . Document [9] introduces a method to automatically detect and use of multi-level grades fusion multimode face and fingerprint recognition system, through the replacement of the score and the true score fusion to improve the face recognition system [16, 17] .
MULTIMODE BIOLOGICAL FEATURE IDENTI-FICATION BY ADOPTION OF NEURAL NETWORKS
This article will focus on the implementation of multimode face and fingerprint biological feature recognition by use of neural networks. Multimode biological features recognition for identity authentication has two characteristics, which are face and fingerprint systems based on principal component analysis of adaptation and multi-level sensing. A proposal for recognition system with neural network is parallel processing, while multimode biological feature system handles individual score of two approximate range of characteristics by training (face and fingerprint), and they are discontinuous interval, so that the system can efficiently generate good and accurate results. The current work is based on the ridge and Eigenface combines parallel processing, in order to achieve efficient human face and fingerprint recognition algorithm. A method proposed here is to solve the shortcomings of the previous question, and this method is effective on neural network and joint Ridge Eigenface based and face and fingerprint recognition algorithm [18] . The main purpose of this system is to reduce error rate as much as possible in the process of identification and authentication, and to achieve good acceptance rate by improving the performance of the system.
Implementation steps:
Acquisition phase: biological properties collected by different sensors will be collected together to generate a synthetic biological feature cluster and processed. Object or landscape images captured by camera or generated by scanning shall act as input data of the system. Feature extraction stage: signals from different biological feature sources will first be pretreated, and the feature vector will be extracted separately through special algorithm, and then these vectors will be combined to form a composite feature vector, which offers great help to classification. The above series of implementation steps is to make better processing and interpretation for a picture in the subsequent phase [19] . These steps include noise removing, changes in the intensity of the recording, polishing, improve contrast, stretch the image texture. Another important aspect is the image storage, primarily to extract image information from a degenerate form to make it more suitable to be subsequently processed and interpreted.
Matching integration phase: in comparison with joint feature vector, when treated separately, the feature vector will produce individual match scores, and classification work may be conducted lying on each biological feature matching scores.
Estimation and decision-making stage: each mode will be subjected to pre-sorting separately at first, and multimode biological feature recognition systems will complete any integration strategy, or will put them together to improve system performance [20] .
Level for system will be displayed in the figure below.
EXPERIMENT
Multimode biological recognition system database may be real or virtual. The actual multimode database is composed by biological characteristics obtained from the same individual body, while the virtual multi-mode database is consist of combination of biological features from a singlemode biological feature database and another single-mode biological feature database. Virtual multimode biological features database is based on that different biological characteristics of individual body is independent assumptions. Experimental data is extracted from different 200 different users aged from 20-52 year-old, including male and female, and experimental environment is in a normal computer room.
The Table 1 demonstrates the results of a single biological characteristic and of combination of the two single bio- logical characteristics respectively. The data reveals that when a single character and integrated features of face and fingerprint have the same false acceptance rate, then the false rejection rate of single features is higher than the false rejection rate of multi-mode. The following table shows a comparison of results shown in the table. It is obvious to discover that multi-mode biological features obviously enhance the performance of the system.
As we can see from the Table 2 that the efficiency for ace and fingerprint recognition systems using principal component analysis algorithm is 93.33%, and these results reflect that achievement of a better match performance results by using multimode biological feature recognition system. It is also deduced that the choice of fusion features in the multimode biological feature recognition system in operation has significant influence on the experiment results.
As we can be seen from the Table 3 that efficiency for face and fingerprint recognition systems using adaptive principal component extraction algorithm is 96.67%, and the application requirements determine the fault rate, in singlemode and multimode biological feature recognition systems, it is required that there is a trade-off of the system between usability and safety.
CONCLUSION
The work done in this paper is mainly to standardization of false acceptance rate and registration failure rate and false rejection rate, and to propose reliable method to ensure the safety and integrity rate of biological feature data and to achieve a higher accuracy in comparison with single mode, while reducing identification system identifying the response time. When the high-frequency coefficients are not very sensitive to human virtual systems, multimode recognition has efficient performance in comparison with the single-mode recognition, some of the coefficients of each block have been formed, and forecasting model based on software calculation so advocated is more easily achieved on the other hand. This paper also implements a standardized combination of face and fingerprint authentication for personal biological feature system that overcomes many of the limitations of face recognition systems and fingerprint verification system. 
